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   UK Broker Upgrades / Downgrades 

  

   Key UK Corporate Snapshots Today 
 

Agronomics Limited (ANIC.L) Announced that having carefully reviewed different funding options, it has initiated a consultation 
process with shareholders of the company regarding a possible de-listing of the company from the 
AIM Market. The Board believes the de-listing from AIM together with a tender offer would be in the 
best interests of the company and Shareholders as the Directors believe that in current and 
foreseeable market conditions, the company, as an investor in early-stage pre-revenue companies, 
does not expect to be able to secure the level of funding on public equity markets required to pursue 
its investment strategy to maximum effect. Further, if the company is unable to access significant 
amounts of capital, it will not have the funds to participate in further investment opportunities which are 
now available and may, therefore, miss out on the potential returns to Shareholders from its early-
mover and market leading position. 

Bezant Resources Plc (BZT.L) Announced that the company has entered into an exclusive and legally binding Heads of Agreement 
dated 18 June 2020 to acquire 100.0% of Virgo Resources Ltd, incorporated in Australia. The share 
and cash consideration payable by Bezant at completion of the acquisition is i) the issue of 
422,062,525 new ordinary shares of 0.002p each in the capital of the company (Bezant Shares) at a 
deemed issue price of 0.20p per Bezant Share, ii) £135,000 to be settled by the issue of new Bezant 
Shares based on the share price on the day of settlement and iii) cash of £85,600. 

Catenae Innovation Plc (CTEA.L) Announced that its occupational health and wellness partner, Newcastle Premier Health Limited (NPH) 
has completed the proof of concept pilot trial of the company's Cov-ID app (Cov-ID Project). NPH 
provided its clinical expertise to the Cov-ID Project and has been piloting the app since 29 May 2020. 
The Cov-ID app is a COVID-19 status verification passport, designed to support the efforts of 
businesses and organisations in getting back to work, whilst safeguarding employees from the spread 
of COVID-19 by allowing the user to share and prove their COVID-19 status in a secure, immutable 
and GDPR compliant manner. 

Directa Plus Plc (DCTA.L) Announced that its G+® graphene enhanced facemasks, Co-mask™, are now available for retail sale 
at a new, dedicated website. The Co-mask™ range of G+® masks have been designed to be suitable 
for use by commuters, in the workplace, and during sport and exercise. 

Ferrexpo Plc (FXPO.L) Announced that it has been informed that a district court in Kyiv has placed a new restriction covering 
50.3% of the shares in Ferrexpo Poltava Mining (FPM) held by Ferrexpo AG Switzerland, the sole 
shareholder in FPM. Ferrexpo AG will appeal this court order shortly. The new court order is similar to 
the court order that the Group announced on 31 January 2020 and that was subsequently cancelled 
by the Kyiv Court of Appeal on 2 June 2020. As such, the Board of Ferrexpo believes that a second 
appeal should be successful given that the order has no proper or reasonable basis under Ukrainian 
law. Furthermore, Ferrexpo AG has no intention, and never has had any intention, to transfer its 
shareholding in FPM. Once the outcome of this appeal is known Ferrexpo will inform the market as 
appropriate.     

Hyve Group Plc (HYVE.L) Announced an update on the Group's events schedule for FY20, along with an update on insurance 
claims. The Group notes positive commentary on governments' easing of lockdown restrictions in a 
number of markets in which we operate around the world. In China, all its events, scheduled to take  
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place in Shanghai from the end of July 2020, are currently set to run as planned. Other markets are re-

opening at varying paces, but there remains a lack of clarity in some of its core markets. It has 

cancelled a number of FY20 events over and above those reported in its last update. 

KEFI Minerals Plc (KEFI.L) Announced an update regarding the Company's Tulu Kapi Gold Project and its progress towards the 
goals of closing full Project funding in October 2020 and for gold production to commence in 2022. 
The 2020 Tulu Kapi Plan shows total funding needs of $221 million, which is $21 million less than 
reported in the 2018 KEFI Annual Report of $242 million. The development and financing activities 
have been adjusted following recent operational and global events, and plans remain on schedule for 
project finance closure in October 2020, acceleration of construction in 2021 and gold production in 
2022.   

Learning Technologies Group Plc 
(LTG.L) 

Announced, in its statement ahead of its Annual General Meeting (AGM) to be held online via video 
conference, that its Content & Services business seen to organic constant currency growth, as 
expected. Moreover, the highly complementary acquisition of Open LMS at the end of March 2020 has 
added expertise in Moodle, a market-leading Learning Management System, and it looks to further 
consolidate that market. In light of COVID-19, the company remains focused on the safety and 
wellbeing of its people and continue to serve its customers during the current market uncertainty.  

LPA Group Plc (LPA.L) Announced, in its interim unaudited results for the six months ended 31 March 2020, that revenues 
rose to £10.8 million from £10.1 million recorded in the same period a year ago. Profit after tax stood 
at £0.3 million, compared to a loss of £0.1 million. The board considers it sensible and prudent to defer 
any decision on dividends to later in the year.   

Ncondezi Energy Limited 
(NCCL.L) 

Announced a general update on key developments at its integrated Ncondezi 300MW coal-fired power 
project and coal mine in Tete, Mozambique (the "Project") following the formal submission of an 
updated power tariff on 31 March 2020. On 31 March 2020, the company submitted a firm tariff 
proposal to the Mozambican Government and EDM. This represented the last major agreed milestone 
to initiate formal tariff negotiations with EDM. Following submission, the company has held a number 
of virtual meetings with key representatives of EDM to discuss and agree the pathway to progress the 
Project. As part of this process, it has been agreed that independent studies be carried out to update 
the transmission integration plan and electricity market outlook (both internally and regionally). The 
Independent Studies will assess the current Project planning, identify potential optimisations and 
evaluate the value proposition of adding the Project to the Mozambique energy supply mix. The 
Project work programme has been updated for the inclusion of the Independent Studies and submitted 
to EDM for review. Whilst this review is pending, the Company has provisionally targeted finalisation of 
tariff negotiations during H2 2020 post completion of the Independent Studies. Ncondezi has received 
part of the full form EPC contracts from CMEC and has initiated its review. Finalisation of the EPC 
contracts is now targeted for Q3 2020. 

Petropavlovsk Plc (POG.L) Announced that a formal application has been submitted to list the company's ordinary shares (ISIN: 
GB0031544546) on the Moscow Exchange, with inclusion of the shares as part of the Level 1 List. 

Redcentric Plc (RCN.L) Announced that it now expects to report its full year results for the year ended 31 March 2020 on 21st 
July 2020. The current audit is taking longer than originally expected due to the restrictions of the 
current lockdown and does not relate to any issues with the audit. 

Regency Mines Plc (RGM.L) Announced the purchase of a 50.0% interest in Weirs Drove Development Ltd (WDD), a developer of 
energy storage and solar projects in the United Kingdom with an initial site in Cambridgeshire. 

Rio Tinto Plc (RIO.L) Announced that it has launched a board-led review of its heritage management processes within Iron 
Ore following the events at Juukan Gorge, with a focus on recommending improvements to the 
effectiveness of its internal processes and governance. The review will be conducted by Michael 
L'Estrange AO, an Independent Non-Executive Director of the company, and will seek input from its 
employees and the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura people (PKKP). The review will be informed 
through engagement with Indigenous leaders, Traditional Owners and subject matter experts. The 
review will focus on events at Juukan Gorge and appraise the company’s internal heritage standards, 
procedures, reporting and governance, and will examine the company's relationship and 
communications with the PKKP. The review will commence immediately, with the final report targeted 
by October 2020, subject to completion of consultative processes with relevant stakeholders. 

TomCo Energy Plc (TOM.L) Announced that following discussion with the company's broker regarding the status of the placing, the 
placing has now been terminated in accordance with the terms of the placing agreement between the 
company and TPI.  Accordingly, the placing as announced on 17 June 2020, will now not proceed. 
Following discussions with Valkor, the company confirms that a revised JV Agreement has now been 
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 entered into and that Greenfield, the JV company formed pursuant to the JV Agreement and in which it 

has a 50% interest, has been established. 

Trinity Exploration & Production 
(TRIN.L) 

Announced will hold its Annual General meeting at midday outside the offices of Pinsent Masons LLP, 
Princes Exchange, 1 Earl Grey Street, Edinburgh EH3 9AQ.  Shortly after the AGM a brief live 
presentation will be given via the Investor Meet Company platform. The company delivered another 
strong operational and financial performance as well as deploying new operating approaches, 
technologies and techniques, with the aim of becoming a more technologically focused operator and 
thereby driving optimum operational, financial and environmental performance. Despite lower oil price 
realisations, these efficiencies helped deliver another year of growth in its Adjusted EBITDA to $21.8 
million, an increase in year end cash balances to $13.8 million, and a further reduction in its operating 
break-even to $26.4/bbl.  

Urban Exposure Plc (UEX.L) Announced that its Chief Executive Officer, Randeesh Sandhu, and its Chief Operating Officer, Daljit 
Sandhu are resigning from their positions with the company and the Group with immediate effect. 
Additionally, following the change of strategy, William McKee intends to retire as a director at the AGM 
expected to be convened shortly to take place in July 2020. Further, the company announces that 
Sam Dobbyn, the Chief Financial Officer of the company, would now take over executive management 
of the group's operations.     

Velocys Plc (VLS.L) Announced that the company reported revenue of £0.30 million for the year ended 31 December 2019. 
Administrative expenses before exceptional items reduced significantly to £10.00 million (£10.00 
million after exceptional items) compared to 2018. This reduction of 47.0% is principally due to 
aggressive cost cutting and efficient operations in corporate overhead, net headcount reductions, third 
party consulting costs eliminations and project development costs transferred to third parties. 

Versarien Plc (VRS.L) Announced that James Stewart CBE has been appointed as the company's Non-executive Chairman 
with immediate effect.  

Wood Group (John) Plc (WG..L) Announced that on a like for like basis, adjusting for the disposals of the nuclear and industrial 
services businesses in 1Q20, first half revenues will be down around 11.0% on 1H19 demonstrating 
the resilience of demand for the company’s services across a diverse market footprint. Reflecting the 
timing of macro challenges, the fall in 1H revenues was heavily weighted to the second quarter. 
Revenue in the second quarter is expected to be $2.00 billion. First half revenue included increased 
renewables activity and relatively robust activity in chemicals & downstream and built environment 
markets. Adjusted EBITDA on a like for like basis will be down around 19.0% with margins down 
c70bps. This reflects the benefit of its actions to protect margins, together with the impact of cost 
overruns on the legacy energy projects in ASA. On a reported basis, revenue will be around $4.10 
billion, adjusted EBITDA will be around $295.00 million to $305.00 million and operating profit before 
exceptionals will be around $80.00 million to $90.00 million. 

Woodbois Limited (WBI.L) Announced that it has now reached an agreement in principle with the major bondholder such that not 
less than 75% of the $30 million notional outstanding of the Convertible will be exchanged into voting 
and non-voting equity and with the balance restructured into a zero coupon convertible bond. At this 
stage the company expects to prioritise additional capex of around $3-5 million to increase the 
capacity at its existing operations in Gabon and in particular increase its veneer production, which is 
intended to increase current gross production capacity by approximately a further 50% whilst 
materially improving its gross margin from 24% achieved in 2019. The Company also intends to 
materially expand its trading operations where it believes it can become a leading operator through its 
extensive network and deployment of proprietary trading technology. To date operations have 
progressed as expected and the Directors are pleased with the development plans. Further to the 
announcement on 11th June 2020 where it was announced that timber harvesting had restarted, the 
Company is pleased to confirm that sawmill operations have recommenced in Gabon.  Throughout the 
current pandemic, the welfare of our staff has been a key priority:  the Company is one of the largest 
employers in the town of Mouila in Gabon, and the ability to restart operations provides a vital lifeline 
for many of the Company's loyal staff and the community. With exports continuing through the port in 
Libreville, the Company looks forward to increasing the number of workers permitted on site as 
government covid-19 guidelines further evolve.   
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 

All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  

 

Shares Risk Warning  

The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 

  

If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 

  

Disclaimer 

Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.   

Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 

  

Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down.  Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss. 

Risk Warning & Disclaimer 
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